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Abstract— A computer network is a collection of nodes that 

are dynamically and arbitrarily located in various parts of 

the world. In order to facilitate communication within the 

network, a routing protocol is used to discover routes 

between nodes. The primary goal of such a network routing 

protocol is correct and efficient route establishment between 

a pair of nodes so that messages may be delivered in a 

timely manner. Route construction should be done with a 

minimum of overhead and bandwidth consumption. This 

article gives an overview of different routing protocols 

emphasizing more on three different protocols namely 

Routing Information Protocol (RIP), Enhanced Interior 

Gateway Routing Protocol (EIGRP) and Open Shortest Path 

First (OSPF). 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Computer networks and networking have grown rapidly 

during the last few decades. For communicating with other 

computer devices located in some other part of the world, it 

is necessary to transmit and receive data between these 

computers.  Routing plays an important role of moving the 

data from source to destination. As long as a number of IP 

addresses can be used, the routing configuration is required 

so that these computers can communicate with each other 

even in different network. Misconfiguration of the routing 

table can cause problems that can interface the data 

transmissions such as packet loss and delay. The worst 

problem that can happen is the loss of important information 

that is sent. There are two ways in which routing can be 

done: static routing or dynamic routing. 

 
Fig. 1: Types of Routing 

A. Static Routing 

A static routing table is created, maintained, and updated by 

a network administrator, manually. A static route to every 

network must be configured on every router for full 

connectivity. Routers will not share static routes with each 

other, thus reducing CPU/RAM overhead and saving 

bandwidth. However, static routing is not fault tolerant, as 

any change to the routing infrastructure (such as a link going 

down, or a new network added) requires manual 

intervention.  

1) Advantages Of Static Routing 

 Minimal CPU/Memory overhead  

 No bandwidth overhead (updates are not shared 

between routers)  

 Granular control on how traffic is routed  

 Disadvantages of Static Routing  

 Infrastructure changes must be manually adjusted  

 No “dynamic” fault tolerance if a link goes down  

 Impractical on large network 

B. Dynamic Routing 

A dynamic routing table is created, maintained, and updated 

by a routing protocol running on the router. Routers do share 

dynamic routing information with each other, which 

increases CPU, RAM, and bandwidth usage. However, 

routing protocols are capable of dynamically choosing a 

different (or better) path when there is a change to the 

routing infrastructure. 

1) Advantages of Dynamic Routing 

 Simpler to configure on larger networks  

 Will dynamically choose a different (or better) 

route if a link goes down  

 Ability to load balance between multiple links  

 Disadvantages of Dynamic Routing  

 Updates are shared between routers, thus 

consuming bandwidth  

 Routing protocols put additional load on router 

CPU/RAM  

 The choice of the “best route” is in the hands of the 

routing protocol, and not the network administrator 

II. ROUTING INFORMATION PROTOCOL (RIP) 

A. Introduction 

The Routing Information Protocol (RIP) is one of the oldest 

distance-vector routing protocols. Two versions of RIP are 

available, namely RIPv1 and RIPv2. RIP advertises directly 

connected networks to its neighbors. RIP sends the entire 

updated routing table to its directly connected networks after 

30 seconds. RIPv1 broadcasts the entire routing table to all 

adjacent routers whereas RIPv2 uses multicast address 

224.0.0.9 for the same. RIPv1 is a classfull routing protocol 

whereas RIPv2 is a classless routing protocol. Thus RIPv2 

supports VLSM and not RIPv1. 

A router running RIP sends the contents of its 

routing table to each of its adjacent routers every 30 

seconds. When a route is removed from the routing table, it 

is flagged as unusable by the receiving routers after 180 

seconds, and removed from their tables after an additional 

120 seconds. 

RIP uses hop-count as its distance metric. RIP has 

a maximum hop-count of 15. Thus, it is not scalable. RIP 
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uses the Bellman-Ford algorithm to determine the shortest 

path. RIP routes have an administrative distance of 120. 

B. How Are Neighbors Formed? 

A RIP protocol begins by advertising directly-connected 

networks to its neighbors. These updates are sent regularly 

every 30 seconds. Neighbors will add the routes from these 

updates to their own routing tables. Each neighbor trusts this 

information completely, and will forward their full routing 

table (connected and learned routes) to every other neighbor. 

Thus, routers fully (and blindly) rely on neighbors for route 

information, a concept known as routing by rumor. There 

are several disadvantages to this behavior. Because routing 

information is propagated from neighbor to neighbor via 

periodic updates, distance-vector protocols suffer from slow 

convergence. This, in addition to blind faith of neighbor 

updates, results in distance-vector protocols being highly 

susceptible to routing loops. 

III. ENHANCED INTERIOR GATEWAY ROUTING PROTOCOL 

(EIGRP) 

A. Introduction 

EIGRP is a Cisco-proprietary Hybrid routing protocol, 

incorporating features of both Distance-Vector and Link-

State routing protocols. EIGRP will form neighbor 

relationships with adjacent routers in the same Autonomous 

System (AS). EIGRP traffic is either sent as unicasts, or as 

multicasts on address 224.0.0.10, depending on the EIGRP 

packet type. Reliable Transport Protocol (RTP) is used to 

ensure delivery of most EIGRP packets. EIGRP routers do 

not send periodic, full-table routing updates. Updates are 

sent when a change occurs, and include only the change. 

EIGRP is a classless protocol, and thus supports VLSMs. 

EIGRP applies an Administrative Distance of 90 for routes 

originating within the local Autonomous System. EIGRP 

applies an Administrative Distance of 170 for external 

routes coming from outside the local Autonomous System. 

EIGRP has a maximum hop-count of 255, though the 

default maximum hop-count is set to 100. EIGRP uses 

Diffusing Update Algorithm (DUAL) to determine the best 

path among all “feasible” paths. DUAL also helps ensure a 

loop free routing environment. 

EIGRP builds three separate tables:  

 Neighbor table – list of all neighboring routers. 

Neighbors must belong to the same Autonomous 

System  

 Topology table – list of all routes in the 

Autonomous System  

 Routing table – contains the best route for each 

known network 

EIGRP can utilize 5 separate metrics to determine the best 

route to a destination:  

 Bandwidth (K1) – Slowest link in the route path, 

measured in kilobits  

 Load (K2) – Cumulative load of all outgoing 

interfaces in the path, given as a fraction of 255  

 Delay of the Line (K3) – Cumulative delay of all 

outgoing interfaces in the path in tens of 

microseconds  

 Reliability (K4) – Average reliability of all 

outgoing interfaces in the path, given as a fraction 

of 255  

 MTU (K5) – The smallest Maximum Transmission 

Unit in the path. 

By default, only Bandwidth and Delay of the Line are used. 

By default, the full formula for determining the EIGRP 

metric is:  

[10000000/bandwidth + delay] * 256 

The bandwidth value represents the link with the 

lowest bandwidth in the path, in kilobits. The delay is the 

total delay of all outgoing interfaces in the path. As 

indicated above, each metric is symbolized with a “K” and 

then a number. When configuring EIGRP metrics, we 

actually identify which metrics we want EIGRP to consider. 

Again, by default, only Bandwidth and Delay are 

considered. Thus, using on/off logic: K1 = 1, K2 = 0, K3 = 

1, K4 = 0, K5 = 0 

B. How Are Neighbors Formed? 

EIGRP forms neighbor relationships, called adjacencies, 

with other routers in the same AS by exchanging Hello 

packets. Only after an adjacency is formed can routers share 

routing information. Hello packets are sent as multicasts to 

address 224.0.0.10. A neighbor table is constructed from the 

EIGRP Hello packets, which includes the following 

information: • The IP address of the neighboring router. • 

The local interface that received the neighbor’s Hello 

packet. • The Hold timer. • A sequence number indicating 

the order neighbors were learned.   Once EIGRP neighbors 

form adjacencies, they will begin to share routing 

information. Each router’s update contains a list of all routes 

known by that router, and the respective metrics for those 

routes. All such routes are added to an EIGRP router’s 

topology table. The route with the lowest metric to each 

network will become the Feasible Distance (FD). The 

Feasible Distance for each network will be installed into the 

routing table. The Feasible Distance is derived from the 

Advertised Distance of the router sending the update and the 

local router’s metric to the advertising router. This route is 

identified as the Successor. To allow convergence to occur 

quickly if a link fails, EIGRP includes backup routes in the 

topology table called Feasible Successors (FS). A route will 

only become a Successor if its Advertised Distance is less 

than the current Feasible Distance. This is known as a 

Feasible Condition (FC).   

IV. OPEN SHORTEST PATH FIRST (OSPF) 

A. Introduction 

OSPF is a standardized Link-State routing protocol, 

designed to scale efficiently to support larger networks. 

OSPF employs a hierarchical network design using Areas. 

OSPF will form neighbor relationships with adjacent routers 

in the same Area. OSPF traffic is multicast either to address 

224.0.0.5 (all OSPF routers) or 224.0.0.6 (all Designated 

Routers). Instead of advertising the distance to connected 

networks, OSPF advertises the status of directly connected 

links using Link-State Advertisements (LSAs).  OSPF sends 

updates (LSAs) when there is a change to one of its links, 

and will only send the change in the update. LSAs are 
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additionally refreshed every 30 minutes. OSPF is a classless 

protocol, and thus supports VLSMs. 

OSPF routes have an administrative distance of 

110. OSPF has no hop-count limit. OSPF uses the Dijkstra 

Shortest Path First algorithm to determine the shortest path. 

The OSPF process builds and maintains three separate 

tables:  

 A neighbor table – contains a list of all neighboring 

routers.  

 A topology table – contains a list of all possible 

routes to all known networks within an area.  

 A routing table – contains the best route for each 

known network. 

OSPF uses cost as its metric, which is computed 

based on the bandwidth of the link. The total cost of a route 

is the sum of all outgoing interface costs. Lowest cost is 

preferred. Cisco applies default costs to specific interface 

types:    

Type Cost Serial (56K)-1785, Serial (64K)-1562, 

T1 (1.544Mbps)-64, Token Ring (4Mbps)-25, Ethernet (10 

Mbps)-10, Token Ring (16 Mbps)-6 & Fast Ethernet-1 

B. How Are Neighbors Formed? 

OSPF forms neighbor relationships, called adjacencies, with 

other routers in the same Area by exchanging Hello packets 

to multicast address 224.0.0.5. Only after an adjacency is 

formed can routers share routing information. Each OSPF 

router is identified by a unique Router ID. The Router ID 

can be determined in one of three ways:  

 The Router ID can be manually specified.  

 If not manually specified, the highest IP address 

configured on any Loopback interface on the router 

will become the Router ID. 

 If no loopback interface exists, the highest IP 

address configured on any Physical interface will 

become the Router ID. OSPF routers will only 

become neighbors if the following parameters 

within a Hello packet are identical on each router:  

 Area ID  

 Area Type (stub, NSSA, etc.)  

 Prefix  

 Subnet Mask  

 Hello Interval  

 Dead Interval  

 Network Type (broadcast, point-to-point, etc.)  

 Authentication.  

The Hello packets also serve as keep-alives to 

allow routers to quickly discover if a neighbor is down. 

Hello packets also contain a neighbor field that lists the 

Router IDs of all neighbors the router is connected to. A 

neighbor table is constructed from the OSPF Hello packets, 

which includes the following information:  

 The Router ID of each neighboring router. 

 The current “state” of each neighboring router. 

 The interface directly connecting to each neighbor.  

 The IP address of the remote interface of each 

neighbor  

OSPF will elect a Designated Router (DR) for each 

multi-access networks, accessed via multicast address 

224.0.0.6. For redundancy purposes, a Backup Designated 

Router (BDR) is also elected. OSPF routers will form 

adjacencies with the DR and BDR. If a change occurs to a 

link, the update is forwarded only to the DR, which then 

forwards it to all other routers. This greatly reduces the 

flooding of LSAs. DR and BDR elections are determined by 

a router’s OSPF priority. The router with the highest priority 

becomes the DR; second highest becomes the BDR. If there 

is a tie in priority, whichever router has the highest Router 

ID will become the DR.   

Default priority on Cisco routers is 1. A priority of 

0 will prevent the router from being elected DR or BDR. 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In this the experiment with network behavior is done on the 

Cisco packet tracer 6.2. Cisco Packet Tracer is a powerful 

network simulation program which allows students to 

experiment with the network behavior. Packet Tracer acts as 

a supplement for physical equipment in the classroom as it 

allowing students to create a computer network with an 

almost any number of devices, encouraging the practice, 

discovery and the troubleshooting.  Initially a physical 

network is created with PCs, routers, switches, server and 

connections using Cisco packet tracer 6.2.Then the routers 

are configured by writing command in CLI. We individually 

configure RIP, EIGRP and OSPF on the routers and end-to-

end delivery of packets is checked. 

 
Fig. 2: Creating a network using Packet Tracer 

 
Fig. 3: IP Routes when RIP is applied 

RIP routes are indicated by R in the routing table.  

The routing table shows an administrative distance of 120. 

The metric 1 is the hop-count for the specified router. 
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Fig. 4: IP Routes when EIGRP is applied 

EIGRP routes are indicated by D in the routing 

table.  The routing table shows an administrative distance of 

90 meaning routes from the same AS. The metric 20514560 

is the result derived from metric formula stated above. 

 
Fig. 5: IP Routes when OSPF is applied 

OSPF routes are indicated by O in the routing 

table. The routing table shows an administrative distance of 

110. The metric 65 indicates the cost. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Routing is the process of sending a packet of information 

from one network to another network. The types of routing 

were discussed in this paper with more emphasis on RIP, 

EIGRP and OSPF. The strength and weaknesses of these 

routing protocols were also discussed. The theory supports 

that RIP is a bit unreliable and outdated. Hence, currently 

more importance is given to EIGRP and OSPF. 

Experimental results were also shown supporting various 

points like routing table, administrative distance, metric and 

so on.  
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